Abstract. Automatic personal identification based on palmprints has been considered as a promising technology in biometrics family during recent years. In pursuit of accurate palmprint recognition approaches, it is a key issue to design proper image representation to describe skin textures in palm regions. According to previous achievements, directional texture measurement provides a powerful tool for depicting palmprint appearances. Most of successful approaches can be ranged into this framework. Following this idea, we propose a novel palmprint representation in this paper, which describes palmprint images by constructing rank correlation statistics of appearance patterns within local image areas. Promising experimental results on two large scale palmprint databases demonstrate that the proposed method achieves even better performances than the state-of-the-art approaches.
Introduction
Palmprint recognition technology distinguishes one individual from others based on differences of skin appearances in central palm regions of hands [1] . According to previous work, most of discriminating line-like image patterns in palmprints can be captured using only a low-resolution imaging device, like web cameras or low-cost CCD cameras. Due to its applicability, palmprint recognition has attracted increasing attention during recent years, especially in civil use, such as airport and custom.
In this paper, we focus on palmprint analysis based on low-resolution (<= 100 dpi) images. In low resolution palmprint images, there are amount of line segments and irregularly distributed patches on skin surfaces, which are formed due to movement of fingers, structures of tissue and muscles after birth. They are discriminative patterns for personal identification task [1] . Early research in palmprint recognition borrows idea from fingerprint recognition [2] [3] . There are many algorithms proposed to makes use of geometry information of principal lines, datum points, delta point features or even minutiae. However, they all require relatively high computation cost and are sensitive to appearance variations. In most state-of-the-art approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , palmprints are treated as directional image textures spread in images, which are well characterized by a variety of local texture descriptors, such as wavelet coefficients [5] , Gabor feature [1] [7] [8] and so on. Local texture analysis provides comprehensive and accurate descriptions for both spatial information and texture properties of palmprints. Thus it achieves the most efficient palmprint recognition by far.
Motivated by the framework of local texture analysis, we propose to utilize correlation statistics of local distribution of texture features to represent palmprints. In our approach, directional DoG (Difference of Gaussian) filters are performed on palmprint images straightly to extract basic structures of palmprint appearances. Inside each local region, characteristics of skin textures are further encoded by spatial enhanced correlation statistics of distribution of the low-level texture descriptors, named regional appearance correlation (RAC) in this paper. This statistical representation describes distribution properties of skin textures accurately. Since the proposed correlation features does not lie on Euclidean space. Similarity between the proposed correlation based features is evaluated based on correlation matrix distance which is previously used in [14] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the correlation based local texture descriptor. Section 3 describes details of the proposed RAC scheme. In Section 4, we demonstrate performances of the proposed approaches on two large-scale palmprint databases. Section 5 concludes the whole paper.
Regional Appearance Correlation Based Palmprint Descriptor

Rank Correlation Statistics as Local Texture Descriptor
In the proposed palmprint representation, we utilize the first and second order DoG filters (Differential of Gaussian) to extract information about structures of skin textures in palmprint images. In Eq.1 and Eq. 2, we illustrate the general expres- 
In Eq.1 and Eq.2, θ is the rotation angle of the filters in 2D Cartesian coordinates. In scale space theory [11] [12], DoG filters have been used as efficient indicators of differential image structures. The first order Gaussian derivate, also known as canny operator, is widely used for estimating image gradients and describing edges or contrast variations. The directional second order Gaussian derivate is close to optimal for detecting orientation of line-like patterns, like Gabor filters [13] . Benefited from Gaussian kernel, both of them can provide noise suppression in differentiating operation. In the proposed method, we perform convolution with DoG filters on palmprint images pixel by pixel. The size of the proposed filters is fixed to 35*35. We set x y δ δ = 3 for the scale to achieve good orientation selection. Empirical results testify that this setting is suitable for describing palmprints patterns. Furthermore, based on X-Y separable property of Gaussian derivates [12] , the 2D convolution procedure is computationally efficient. At each pixel, we can obtain two 6D filtering response vectors vf and vg containing filter results on six orientations { 6 i θ π = (i = 0,1…5)}. The ith components of vf and vg expose and enhance basic first and second order differential structures of palmprint appearances along the orientation 6 iπ respectively, which corresponds to directional edges and line-like segments in palm regions. Thus, the filtering response vectors {vf} and {vg} inside a local region form a comprehensive description of image structures along multiple orientations. In this paper, the proposed palmprint representation is designed based on distribution properties of the vectors over local regions, which can capture intrinsic texture characteristics of palmprint images in a statistical way.
In each local region, we firstly calculate rank correlation statistics of the 6D vectors {vf} and {vg} aggregated inside the region respectively to construct a local texture descriptor. This idea originates from use of covariance as a successful region descriptor in object recognition and detection [14] . From the aspect of image description, covariance statistics evaluate correlation between multiple image features, which achieves information fusion of different image descriptors. In our work, we firstly
vg ) inside a local block following Eq.3, where v is the average of :
Nevertheless, as we can see in Eq.3, elements of covariance have close relation with the scalar value of the filtering responses that can be easily affected by appearance variations due to local contrast variations and deformation of skin surface in palm regions. As a result, it reduces robustness of covariance based feature against the appearance changes between intra-class samples and limits improvement of accuracy. To attack this problem, we propose to use spearman correlation (rank correlation) instead. Firstly, for each filtering vector vf or vg in a local region, we sort components of the vector in a descending order. Rank indexes of the six components form a rank statistics vector Sf or Sg, corresponding to vf or vg respectively. This procedure is illustrated in Fig.1 . After that, we compute a covariance matrix D on all rank statistics vectors {Sf} or {Sg} inside the region following Eq.3. Finally, a 6*6 rank correlation matrix R is then derived based on the covariance matrix D, which is used as a local texture descriptor in the proposed method. Eq.4 illustrates the procedure: 
In Eq.4, dij is the corresponding elements of the covariance matrix D. In our scheme, we replace scalar filtering responses with their rank statistics. This method has been also known as ordinal encoding procedure [9] . For image representation, qualitative ordinal relation or rank statistics between image features presents robustness to local monotonous appearance variations or outlier observations. The ordinal feature reflects intrinsic structures of image patterns or descriptions. Notably, the rank statistics are widely used as discriminative indicators of directional skin textures in palm regions [7] [8] [9] . In the rank correlation matrix, non-diagonal elements are normalized correlation coefficients. Compared with covariance matrix, the normalized correlation coefficients remove affection of variation of original filtering results in a further step. They evaluate correlation measure between multiple components in the rank statistics vector, which is the intrinsic source of descriptive power in correlation based features. Furthermore, rank correlation coefficient is a non-parametric robust statistic. It doesn't require any prior assumption about function forms of multivariate distributions. As a matter of fact, in palmprint recognition, we seldom know about the exact form of distribution of local filtering responses. Thus, rank correlation provides more flexible tool to describe palmprint appearances than parametric statistics, such as covariance measure in Eq.3, which is not distribution-free. 
Construction of Regional Appearance Correlation
Before further processing, we regulate geometrical deformation in palmprint images and crop square regions of interests (ROI) for feature extraction. To construct descriptions of local texture characteristics, we divide the whole ROI image into nonoverlapped local blocks with a specific spatial resolution, as illustrated in Fig.3 . The texture description of the whole palmprint images is formed by rearranging the proposed statistical palmprint descriptors of each block, named Regional Appearance Correlation (RAC), according to spatial arrangement of the blocks. Construction of the proposed RAC descriptor is shown in Fig.2 . Each local block is further divided into four sub-regions. In the ith sub-region, as described in Section.2, after convolution with the first and second order DoG filters at six orientations, we obtain 6D filtering response vectors vf and vg at each pixel. Then two 6*6 rank correlation matrices Mi and Mi+5 are calculated based on all filtering response vectors {vf} and {vg} in this sub-block respectively. This procedure is shown in Fig.2 . They indicate characteristics of distribution of local image structures in the ith sub-region. Furthermore, we obtain correlation matrix M5 and M10, which are calculated based on all vectors {vf} and {vg} inside the whole local block respectively. Both of them evaluate global statistical texture properties in the block. In our method, they are used as complementation to correlation features that focus on finer texture structures within subregions. Thus, for each block in the image, we derive totally ten correlation matrices, which form a 6*6*10 tri-tensor {Mi} (i = 1,2…,9,10), named as Regional Appearance Correlation (RAC) in this paper. The first five matrices in this tri-tensor are derived based on all {vf} in this block, while left five are calculated from all {vg} in the block, as we can see in Fig.3 . Based on the proposed scheme, we can find that the overall palmprint representation of the whole image involves spatial information of palmprint textures on two successive levels. For two RAC descriptor A and B derived from two separate local blocks, their orders of arrangement in the overall image representation denote geometric relation between two blocks, which represents topological structures of palmprint textures at block-level. Similarly, within each block, the precedence relation between different components Mi in a RAC descriptor indicates spatial layout of palmprint image structures at finer sub-region level. Through this way, we can combine statistical texture descriptions on both coarse and fine spatial scales to achieve a comprehensive description of palmprint appearances within the local block. In our method, because the proposed correlation matrix doesn't lie on Euclidean space, we utilize a distance metric for symmetric correlation matrix as in Eq.5, which is proposed in [14] . Similarity between two RAC A and B is evaluated by calculating the mean of distance measures between corresponding Ai and Bi in the RAC descriptors. 
Experimental Results
We test the correlation based representation on two large-scale palmprint databases, CASIA Palmprint Database [16] and PolyU Palmprint Database Version 2.0 [15] . Both of them contain deformation of skin textures due to variations of hand postures during image capturing, which is shown in Fig.4 . In PolyU Palmprint Database Version 2.0 [15] , each palm contain two different sessions. The average time interval between them is about two months. Light conditions and focus of the imaging device are changed between two occasions of image capture [1] , which is challengeable to recognition algorithms. Palmprint images in CASIA Palmprint Database [16] are captured without pegs or plates to fix users' hands during image capturing [16] . Orientations and postures of hands are varied in the captured images, as we can see in Fig.7 . It leads to contraction and stretching of skin surface in palm regions. In our experiments, we implement the other three state-of-the-art component based recognition algorithms [7] [8] [9] and evaluate performances on the two databases. The proposed correlation based features is compared with them to testify validity of the proposed method.
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Experimental Results on PolyU Palmprint Database Version 2.0
There are totally 7,752 palmprint images from 385 palms in the PolyU database [15] . Six examples of captured images in this database are shown in Fig.5 . After preprocessing, regions of interests, with the size of 128×128 are obtained from captured image. To construct the proposed RAC description, we divide the whole ROI into 16*16 local blocks firstly. For each local region, we further construct the proposed RAC descriptor. Therefore, for each ROI image, we can obtain totally 8*8 RAC descriptors which are arranged according to their spatial layouts to form appearance representation of the whole ROI image. Fig.6 and Tab.1 illustrate comparison of performances between our proposed algorithm and the other three state-of-the-art component based approaches [7] [8] [9] . As we can see in experimental results, we can find that our method achieves much lower EER than the state-of-the-art component based methods [7] [8] [9] . Furthermore, comparison between roc curves of RAC scheme and "RAC based on covariance" testifies that the local appearance variations result in deterioration of performances of covariance based feature, as we described in Section.2. The proposed rank correlation based texture description improves robustness to appearance change to a great extent. [9] 6.19 0.05% Competitive Code [8] 5.84 0.04% Fusion code [7] 5.40 0.21% [16] , as shown in Fig.7 . After transforming them into gray images and performing normalization procedure on them, 176*176 ROI are obtained. For each ROI, we divide it into 22*22 blocks. For each local block, we further sub-divide it into 11*11 sub-regions and construct local RAC palmprint descriptors based on local blocks. As we can see in Fig.8 and Tab.2, we can draw similar conclusion that the rank correlation really extract stable and discriminative directional characteristics of palm textures, while covariance based scheme suffers from local appearance variations. It is worth to note that intra-class samples in this dataset are almost captured in a same time session. Thus, the CASIA database contains less appearance variations, such as changes of contrast and deformation of skin textures than the PolyU database, which are the main reasons for deterioration of performances of covariance based RAC scheme. Therefore, as we can see in the experimental results, the covariance based feature performs relatively better than the state-of-the-art approaches in the CASIA database. [9] 5.65 0.08% Competitive Code [8] 3.82 0.19% Fusion code [7] 3.73 0.57% 
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a rank correlation based palmprint image representation. It is composed by two main elements. We firstly divide the whole image to local blocks and enhance image structures within each block along multiple orientations using the first and second order directional DoG filter banks over the whole palmprint image. Characteristics of palmprints inside each local region are then evaluated by rank correlation statistics of filtering responses aggregated in the region, which actually form a description of non-isotropic image textures. By utilizing the rank correlation statistics, we obtain robustness to local appearance deformation due to qualitative coding of filtering responses. More importantly, the rank statistics extracts intrinsic characteristics of directional skin textures within local regions. In a further step, correlation measure between qualitative descriptions along different orientations provides accurate descriptions of local image structures. Experimental results on CASIA Palmprint Database [16] and PolyU Palmprint Database Version 2.0 [15] illustrate effectiveness of our method. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods [7] [8] [9] , the proposed method achieves even higher accuracy. The proposed correlation measure based image descriptor can be applied not only in palmprint recognition, but also in face and iris image analysis in biometrics.
